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Abstract
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) requires Question Answering (QA) systems for providing intuitive interfaces to state
natural language questions and obtaining precise answers related to some specific topic. Therefore, adapting QA
systems to new restricted domains is an increasingly necessity for these systems to be applied in AmI environments.
Unfortunately, research addressing adaptation of QA systems to new domains has two main drawbacks: (i) QA sys-
tems are manually tuned, which requires a huge eﬀort in time and cost, and (ii) tuning of QA systems depends on the
specific representation scheme of the restricted-domain knowledge, thus hinders incorporation of new resources into
the system. To overcome these drawbacks, this paper presents a novel approach based on model-driven development
in order to seamlessly integrate textual information and knowledge resources to automatically and eﬀortlessly adapt
QA systems to be useful for restricted-domain AmI environments, such as e-Science.
Keywords: integrating knowledge resources, model-driven software development, ambient intelligence, question
answering
1. Introduction
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) facilitates humans to smoothly interact with the environment by means of intuitive
interfaces that are embedded in all kinds of objects [1]. Therefore, AmI environments could be useful for supporting
e-Science [2], since they can enable scientists to analyze, share and discuss their insights, experiments and results in
a more easily and seamlessly manner [3]. For example, a scientist may wish to intuitively interact with some device
for reusing available information about some experiments [4]. Since humans most often interact through written
or spoken language [5], “intuitive” means that users of AmI environments should be able to state questions and to
obtain the expected answers in natural language. Furthermore, AmI should be aware of the fact that large amount of
useful information is stored in textual form [6]. Interestingly, Question Answering (QA) systems are good candidates
for these purposes, since they allow users to obtain concise answers to questions stated in natural language from a
collection of text documents or corpus [7]. Having studied the major evaluation forums for QA systems such as
TREC1 and CLEF2 conferences, a common architecture of a QA system consists of three diﬀerent sequential phases
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(see Question Answering part of the Fig. 1): (i) question analysis for analyzing and understanding the question by
classifying it, and extracting the significant keywords; (ii) these keywords are used by an Information Retrieval (IR)
system in order to select and retrieve the relevant passages or documents; and (iii) finding and extracting the expected
answer by using natural language processing tools (such as PoS tagger, syntactical parser, entity annotator, semantic
role parser, etc.) to analyze this set of passages. If this architecture is analyzed, then it is obvious that the phase of
question analysis is dependent on the knowledge from the domain which is usually included in question patterns3.
Nowadays many Open-Domain Question Answering (ODQA) systems have been developed. ODQA systems
includes question patterns useful for dealing with a large spectrum of general questions. However, AmI environments
for e-Science should be aware of the specific needs of scientists, thus requiring the customization of the QA system
to be feasible for one of the wide range of environments (such as hospitals, museums, agricultural, etc.). Therefore,
Restricted-Domain Question Answering (RDQA) should be used in AmI to adapt QA to a certain scientific area.
Question patterns for RDQA can be designed from the scratch, which makes portability of the system highly complex,
or from initial open-domain question patterns, which may cause problems in the adaptation due to restricted-domain
features [8, 7]. Some of these problems of adaptation are: (i) question patterns are manually tuned [9], which requires a
huge eﬀort in time and cost, and (ii) question patterns depend on the representation scheme of the available knowledge
resources [7], therefore their codification may be modified every time that a new resource is incorporated.
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose an approach to obtain existing question patterns from an ODQA system
and adapting them by integrating knowledge resources from a specific domain in an automatic manner. This approach
is based on model-driven software development [10] which has been proven useful for defining and managing several
kind of software models in an easy and structured way with a high degree of automatization. Our initial hypothesis is
that the adaptation of ODQA systems to a new domain can be seen as a model-driven software development scenario,
in such a way that existing question patterns, collection of documents from the corpus, and knowledge from the
domain are integrated into models which will guide the derivation of the new patterns for the restricted domain. The
main benefit of our approach is that the adaptation of question patterns is automatically done in a systematic, well-
structured, and comprehensive manner, which significantly reduce the amount of manual labour required in adapting
QA systems to a restricted domain for using AmI in e-Science.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some related work about the process of
adapting existing ODQA patterns for a specific domain. Afterwards, Sect. 3 describes our model-driven approach to
use knowledge resources in the adaptation of question patterns for restricted domains. Section 4 shows the imple-
mentation of our approach and its applicability by means of a set of experiments. Finally, Sect. 5 sketches out our
conclusions and future work.
2. Related Work
Nowadays, the process of adapting existing ODQA patterns for a specific domain is manually done by using
linguistic resources [9, 11, 12, 13], thus being costly and prone-to-fail. Other approaches analyze potential questions
to be answered [14, 15], which is feasible for open domains, where repositories of questions are easily acquired from
CLEF, TREC or from the Web4, but diﬃcult to apply in restricted domains since comprehensive enough training
corpus are hard to find [7]. Our point of view is that patterns should be tuned by using diﬀerent kinds of knowledge
resources from a specific domain. These knowledge sources are also known as Knowledge Organization Systems
(KOS)5; according to the level of detail or granularity of the knowledge they refer to, two kind of KOS exist: generic
KOS (such as WordNet6, EuroWordNet7, SUMO8, etc.) or the more precise domain KOS (such as Agrovoc thesaurus9
for the agricultural domain). However, these KOS have their own formats and interfaces, which must be unified by
3Note that for the purpose of this paper, we will refer to all the possible strategies for detecting relationships between elements in the question (e.g., logic forms,
regular expressions, syntactical relations, dependency relations and so forth) as patterns.
4AskJeeves: http://www.ask.com;Yahoo!Answers:http://answer.yahoo.com
5Knowledge Organization Systems include a variety of schemes that organize, manage, and retrieve information. This term is intended to encompass all types of
schemes for promoting knowledge management [16], e.g., dictionaries, thesaurus, or ontologies
6http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
7http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/
8http://www.ontologyportal.org/
9http://www.fao.org/agrovoc/
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the QA system, thus being a costly task [7, 8, 17]. Bearing these consideration in mind, we propose a model-driven
approach to automatically adapt question patterns in ODQA system to a restricted domain from the collection of
documents by integrating available KOS.
3. Model-driven adaptation for question analysis
Our approach consists of automatically adapting question patterns for restricted-domain QA by integrating KOS
within a six-step model-driven process. In each step the models for the existing question patterns are acquired and
adapted by using a restricted domain model derived from the collection of documents and KOS from the restricted
domain. Our approach is shown in Fig. 1 and the diﬀerent steps are next described.
Figure 1: Our model-driven approach for adapting QA systems to restricted domains.
3.1. Metamodels for adapting question analysis
Under the model-driven umbrella, and according to [18], “a model is a description of (part of) a system written in
a well-defined language”, while “a well-defined language is a language with well-defined form (syntax), and meaning
(semantics), which is suitable for automated interpretation by a computer”. First, a model must focused on those
important parts of a system, thus abstracting away superfluous details. Secondly, well-defined languages can be
designed by means of metamodeling [19], which provides the foundation for creating models in a meaningful, precise
and consistent manner. Therefore, a restricted domain and a question pattern metamodels have been designed for
being used in our approach.
3.1.1. Restricted domain metamodel
Our purpose is creating models that represent terms from the restricted-domain corpus and joining them with their
corresponding concepts from the available KOS. To this aim we have defined the restricted domain metamodel which
contains the adequate elements to create a variety of these models (see Fig. 2).
The core element in this metamodel is the RestrictedDomainModel metaclass which is useful for creating a model
for a particular restricted domain. The CorpusTerm metaclass is useful for representing any of the terms appearing
in a corpus. A metaattribute value is used to store the lemmatized value of each term. There are several lexical
kind of corpus terms as adjectives, nouns or verbs, which are represented as several subclasses of the CorpusTerm,
i.e. AdjectiveTerm, NounTerm or VerbTerm metaclasses. It is worth noting that syntactical relations between these
terms (which can be easily provided by PoS tagger and syntactical parser when the corpus is processed) are valuable
for being used in further steps of our approach. Specifically, the VerbTerm metaclass has relations to indicate which
NounTerm can be seen as subject or as an object. Also the NounTerm can be related to an adjective or to other nouns.
These relations are important to detect the multi-words which often appear in restricted domains (e.g. “calcium
hydroxide” or “adrenal cortex hormones”in the chemical domain). Also, every kind of CorpusTerm has its own type
(coming from several Enumerations as shown in Fig. 2). Finally, every CorpusTerm may also have some semantic
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Figure 2: Overview of our restricted domain metamodel.
information (SemanticLabel metaclass). This semantic information can be provided by open-domain tools when the
corpus is being processed in the QA task, such as semantic role parser, Name Entity Recognizer (NER), temporal
or numerical expressions recognizer, etc. The SemanticLabel metaclass indicates the name of the technique used to
acquire the semantic information, the obtained value by applying these techniques and, also the probability of the
certainty of this value. For example, for terms “Congo river” and “lake Kariba” there is a semantic relation whose
value is “Inland waters”, name is “NER”, and probability is “1”, since this value has been obtained by using a NER.
Furthermore, Concept and Equivalence metaclasses allow the elements of this restricted-domain metamodel to be
semantically enriched with concepts and relationships from several KOS. The Concept metaclass refers to an element
from a particular KOS. Each of these elements has a value to represent it. Besides, each concept can be related to one
or more concepts through relations of synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy. Each concept may be related to more
than one KOS for which the name is indicated and also an ID for the concept within this KOS. This metaclass has an
isTop metaattribute that states if it is a top concept in that KOS. Equivalences between a term and a concept can be
defined: the metaclass Equivalence represents an association between Concept and NounTerm.
3.1.2. Question pattern metamodel
Existing patterns from ODQA systems must be represented into a model in order to be able to adapt them to the
domain represented in a restricted domain model. To this aim we have defined the question pattern metamodel which
contains the adequate elements to create a variety of these question pattern models (see Fig.3(a)). These models will
define the system question typology, i.e. question types that the system will be able to answer, thus detecting the kind
of expected answer and the keywords of the question.
A Pattern metaclass have several associated expressions (i.e. Expression and Association metaclasses) in order to
represent a pattern. Moreover, a pattern is associated to an answer type (i.e. AnswerType metaclass), in such a way
that the kind of expected answer is known when the classification of the question by choosing the pattern that best
fits with the question. A metaclass Expression is used to consider every kind of expressions. For example, syntactical
labels such as PP-preposition, PtDt-interrogative pronoun or determinant, VBC-verbal head, SNS-simple noun phrase,
SPP-simple preposition phrase and their values (e.g., an expression PtDt could have “which” as value). Expressions
may have some related concepts (e.g., a SNS may have hyponyms of certain concepts within their expression). A
metaclass Association relates expressions in order to know a sequential order. It has an antecedent and a consequent.
An example could be association with name “PtDt-VBC” whose antecedent is an expression “PtDt” and a consequent
“VBC”. An AnswerType metaclass refers to one or more concepts in order to determine the type of the answer. A
metaclass Concept contains one or more IDs stored in the attribute that identifies diﬀerent KOS where this concept is
supposed to appear and also several verbs that frequently are associated to the concept.
3.2. Adapting question patterns with restricted-domain knowledge
Once our metamodels have been defined, every step of our approach for adapting the existing question patterns by
using restricted domain knowledge is described (see Fig. 1).
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(a) Overview of our question pattern metamodel. (b) Sample restricted domain model.
Figure 3: Question pattern metamodel and sample of restricted domain model.
3.2.1. Obtaining a restricted-domain model from the corpus
As our adaptation approach is based on the most relevant terms appearing in the corpus, the first step consists
of obtaining a restricted domain model (according to our aforementioned metamodel at Sect. 3.1.1) that contains all
the available information from these terms previously extracted in the collection processing (see transformation T1
in Fig. 1). The transformation T1 has been defined to automatically obtain most relevant terms from the corpus and
defining their corresponding elements in the restricted domain model. This transformation selects these terms based
on two constraints: lexical (each term must be a noun, an adjective or a verb) and statistical (terms must have certain
frequencies, e.g. relative frequency (fr) or tf-idf frequency [20]). It is worth noting that the threshold values for these
frequencies may be modified depending on the specific domain. From each selected term, a class CorpusTerm is
created (AdjectiveTerm, VerbTerm or NounTerm) with its corresponding lexical, syntactic and semantic information
obtained from the corpus processing in the QA task, including the diﬀerent kind of relationships between them. From
now on, a running example based on the agricultural domain from the Cuban Journal of Agricultural Science10) is
used as a proof of concept of our approach, which can be used in an AmI environment of a chemical or biological
laboratory. Sample relevant terms from our case study are: “chlorimuron”, “sulphonylureas”, “group”, “division”
and “growth” as common nouns; “inhibit”, “control” and “belong” as main verbs; and “chemical” and “cellular” as
qualifying adjectives. Also, the following syntactical information was extracted: “group” is related to the “chemical”
adjective, “division” and “growth” nouns are related to the “cellular” adjective, while “chlorimuron” noun is the
subject of the verbs “inhibit”, “control” and “belong”. This information is stored in the corresponding CorpusTerm
classes (see Fig.3(b)).
3.2.2. Enriching the restricted-domain model.
The second step of our approach consists of adding semantic knowledge to the already defined elements of the
restricted-domain model by means of concepts and relationships from diﬀerent kinds of KOS in order to create an
enriched restricted domain model. This enrichment step is done in the T2 transformation (see Fig. 1) which allows
mapping our restricted-domain metamodel with those parts of the KOS that will be useful in the following steps
of our approach, thus abstracting away unnecessary details. For example, hierarchical relationships of the Restricted
Domain metamodel are found in the broader term and narrower term respectively if the KOS is a thesaurus; hypernyms
and hyponyms if it is a lexical database as WordNet; subclass-of and instance-of if it is an ontology; functional
10RCCA: Revista Cubana de Ciencia Agrı´cola, http://www.ica.inf.cu/productos/rcca/
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dependencies if it is a relational database, etc. Also, this transformation makes the system adaptable since new KOS
can be integrated in our restricted-domain model if T2 is adapted to the new KOS, instead of changing the whole QA
system. Therefore transformation T2 provides the KOS-independence of our approach, since it includes the required
information into the restricted-domain metamodel by managing the heterogeneity of the KOS. In order to manage
diﬀerent kinds of KOS, elements of the available KOS that correspond to the elements of the destination metamodel
(i.e. Restricted Domain metamodel) are required to be defined. To do so, transformation T2 is composed of several
extractors that are in charge of dealing with the specific storage format of the KOS (e.g. databases, text files, XML,
OWL or RDF files, etc.), thus creating the necessary elements in the restricted-domain model.
Transformation T2 associates each corpus term previously detected with some concept from the domain KOS.
First simple words of NounTerm are searched, and then multi-words by using its Related Adjectives and Related Nouns
attributes. An Equivalence class is created for associating each new Concept class (including its corresponding KOS
classes) to some existing NounTerm classes. The following step is to search for synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms
of the new Concept class in a domain KOS until a top concept is reached. Then, every top concept from the domain
KOS is checked to be associated to some concept from a generic KOS (some disambiguation algorithm can be used at
this stage), and if this association does not exist then hyponyms (and their synonyms) of this top concept are checked.
For each concept belonging to a generic KOS, its hypernyms (and its synonyms) are added to the restricted-domain
model until finding a top concept. The rationale behind T2 transformation is to associate corpus terms with concepts
from the domain KOS and not with the concept from the generic KOS, since (i) it is likelier to restricted-domain terms
appear in the domain KOS, and (ii) polysemy is avoided because restricted-domain terms appear in the generic KOS
are previously disambiguated with the domain KOS.
Following our running example, we choose to use the Agrovoc thesaurus as agricultural domain KOS, and Word-
Net as generic KOS. The NounTerm “chlorimuron” (see Fig. 3(b)) in the restricted-domain model is checked to appear
in Agrovoc. It is found, so a new concept “chlorimuron” is created and also a new equivalence between both. Then,
KOS is navigated by its broader term relationships in order to find those concepts which are hypernyms. The concept
“sulphonylurea” is then found, and also “sulphonamides” and “amides” as top concept in this domain KOS. After-
wards, this top concept is intended to be mapped to some concept in WordNet. In this case “amide” is found. Then,
by recovering hypernymy relations, concepts “organic compound”,“chemical compound”, and concept “substance”
as top concept in this generic KOS are found. All these new concepts are added to the restricted domain model to
obtain an enriched one (see sample in Fig. 3(b)).
3.2.3. Obtaining EAT taxonomies from the restricted-domain model
An Expected Answer Type (EAT) taxonomy is used by the QA system to determine the semantic type of the
answer, thus reducing the searching space over documents, while a right answer is obtained. The enriched restricted-
domain model, previously obtained, is used to create an EAT taxonomy for the restricted domain by applying trans-
formation T3 (see Fig. 1). Obviously, concepts in this taxonomy can be more or less refined, so a level of granularity
should be selected in T3 by applying certain criteria over the enriched restricted-domain model (we refer reader to our
previous work [21] for further details). We advocate for creating an EAT taxonomy from the terms in the restricted
domain model (and not directly from the domain KOS) in order to assure that it contains those semantic classes more
closely related to the domain. For example, if the domain of the corpus is fisheries but only an agricultural KOS is
available (which also includes concepts and relationships from fisheries), then it is assured that the resulting enriched
restricted model only contains those concepts from the domain KOS related to fisheries, ignoring the rest of the agri-
cultural terms. Therefore, an EAT taxonomy derived from this restricted-domain model will have an adequate size,
structure and recall for the actual domain. Finally, it is worth noting that the result of transformation T3 is a sub-model
of the enriched restricted-domain model obtained in the transformation T2 (see Sect. 3.2.2).
3.2.4. Obtaining question pattern models
To adapt existing patterns to a new domain, they have to be first acquired from the QA system. Transformation T4
(see Fig. 1) is responsible for obtaining existing question patterns in a question pattern model from the baseline ODQA
system by using the metamodel in Sect. 3.1.2. These transformations depend on the kind of the implementation of the
system, therefore our approach can manage every kind of pattern by only updating transformation T4. Fig. 4(a) shows
an example of pattern from our previously developed ODQA system (AliQAn [13]) called “patternEO1” which is
implemented in C++. Importantly, the answer type (e.g. “entity object‘”) is defined through the TGroup class, while
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(a) Sample of question pattern code. (b) Sample of a question pattern model.
Figure 4: Example of an open-domain question pattern.
the pattern (e.g. “patternEO1”) is defined with the TPattern class. In AliQAn system the elements of the question
(e.g. “which” as PtDt, “be” as Verb and SNS) and syntactical relations between them are defined at the TPattern class.
Finally, the elements of SNS type are defined by the identifier of the concepts which are related with the answer type
and their corresponding kind of semantic relation (i.e. L-Literal, S-Synonym, and H-Hyponym). The corresponding
question pattern model is shown in Fig. 4(b), and it has the following expressions: PtDt (value: “which”), VBC (value:
“be”) and SNS (whose related concepts are “musical instrument”, “building”, etc.); as associations “PtDt-VBC” and
“VBC-SNS”; and the answer type is “entity object”. Lastly, it is worth noting that this pattern makes ODQA system
able to identify questions of kind: “Which is the musical instrument that Beethoven was playing?”.
3.2.5. Adapting question pattern models
Transformation T5 (see Fig. 1) collects both the EAT taxonomy of the enriched restricted-domain model and
models of existing question patterns, in order to generate new question pattern models specifically tuned for the
restricted domain. The first step is to obtain the concepts from EAT taxonomy of the enriched restricted-domain
model (previously obtained in Sect. 3.2.3) and represent them with the Concept metaclass of the adapted question
pattern model, together with the required information to fill all the attributes of this class. The next step is to search
for relationships between concepts which have been added to the adapted question pattern model (new concepts) and
those existing concepts in the question pattern model (old concepts) which allow deciding if patterns of an old concept
can be used to define patterns for a new concept. Assuming that every top-level concept of the generic KOS used by
the ODQA system has patterns, we will create a new pattern derived of an existing one if when comparing the old
concept and the new concept the following conditions hold: (i) they are equal, (ii) they have a common hypernym
provided by the same KOS, i.e. they are siblings in the hierarchy, or (iii) they maintain a hyponym-hypernym relation,
i.e. they are parent and child in the hierarchy. For example, recalling our case study, concept “sulphonylurea” has
“substance” as hypernym top concept which is not among old concepts. However, “object” is an old concept with
defined patterns and it has the same top concept hypernym than “substance” which is “physical entity”. Concepts
“substance” and “object” are then siblings, so patterns from “object” can be reused to the new concept “substance”. In
addition, the concept “substance” and the new concept “sulphonylurea” have a hypernym-hyponym relation, therefore
a new pattern for the “sulphonylurea” concept is also created from the old pattern previously explained for the “object”
concept (i.e. “patternEO1” in Fig. 4(b)). The name of the new pattern is “patternSulphonylurea1” (see Fig. 5(a)), and
it has the following expressions: PtDt (value: “which”), VBC (value: “be”) and SNS (whose related concepts are
“sulphonylurea”, “chlorimuron”, “bensulfuron”, and “chlorsulfuron”); as associations they have “PtDt-VBC” and
“VBC-SNS”; and the answer type is “substance sulphonylurea”. Finally, it is worth to point out that a new kind of
question can be answered: “Which is the sulphonylurea used for the weeds control in the soja crops?”
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(a) Sample of an adapted question pattern model. (b) Sample of an adapted question pattern code.
Figure 5: Example of adapted question pattern.
3.2.6. Generating new question pattern code.
Finally, transformation T6 automatically deploys the corresponding code for a specific QA system. To do so, these
transformations are based on the notion of customizable templates in order to capture rules for translating question
pattern models into corresponding code for diﬀerent QA systems. A adapted question pattern “patternSulphonylurea”
resulting for applying our approach is shown in Fig. 5(b).
4. Implementation and Results
Metamodels and transformations have been implemented by using the Eclipse Framework11. Eclipse is an open
source project conceived as a modular platform able to be extended by plugins in order to add features to the develop-
ment environment. In order to give support to modeling tasks, we have used facilities provided by Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF)12 and Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)13. For implementing transformations between mod-
els, ATL (Atlas Transformation Language)14 has been selected, since it is fully integrated with Eclipse. ATL is
integrated with EMF, allowing the definition and execution of transformations between models by means of rules that
matches elements in source and target models. For example, three rules have been defined for transformation T3 (see
Sect. 3.2.3): RestrictedDomainmodel2EAT (for creating a target restricted domain model from the source one), Con-
cept2Concept4EAT (for matching Concept classes in the source restricted domain model that fulfill the granularity
criteria, thus creating new Concept classes in the target model), and NewConcept4EAT (for creating new Concept
classes as hyponyms of the Concepts classes created by the previous rule provided the granularity criteria holds). The
concept2concept4EAT rule is shown next.
rule concept2concept4EAT {
from c1:RD!Concept (c1.hypernym.size()=0 and c1.hasDescendentsWithMoreThan2Hyponyms())
to c2:RD!Concept (value<-c1.value, hyponym<-c1.hyponym, hypernym<-c1.hypernym)
do{
for(i in c1.hyponym){
if(i.hasDescendentsWithMoreThan2Hyponyms()){
c2.hyponym<-thisModule.newConcept4EAT(i);
thisModule.resolveTemp(c1.getRestrictedDomainModel(),’rm2’).concepts<-c2.hyponym;
} } } }
11http://www.eclipse.org
12http://www.eclipse.org/emf
13http://www.eclipse.org/gmf
14http://www.eclipse.org/atl
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This ATL rule has a from part with the pattern to be matched in the source restricted domain model (a Concept
class c1 without hypernyms and having more that two hyponyms, which is the granularity criteria). The to part of this
ATL rule consists of several elements to be created in the target model (a Concept class c2 which is the counterpart
of the aforementioned c1). Also, this rule contains a do part in order to execute the newConcept4EAT rule for each
hyponym concept of c1 provided the granularity criteria.
Transformations that generate code have been implemented by using Acceleo15, which is integrated in EMF. Each
transformation is called module. Each module may contain one or several templates which are in charge of generating
text or queries for extracting information from the source model. For example, transformation T6 is implemented by
the Acceleo module generateQuestionPattern, an excerpt of which is defined as follows.
[module generateQuestionPattern(’http://questionpatternmetamodel/1.0’)/]
[template public generateQuestionPattern(q : QuestionPatternModel)]
[for(a : AnswerType | q.questionTypology)]
[file(a.name.concat(’.cc’), false, ’UTF-8’)]
TGroup generating[a.name.toUpperFirst()/]() {
list<TBS> listBlocks; TGroup [a.name/]("[a.name/]");
[for (p : Pattern | q.hasPatterns)] [if (p.answerType.name=a.name)] TPattern [p.name/]; [...] [/if] [/for]
} [/file] [/for] [/template]
This module contains a template that has an input parameter q of class QuestionPatternModel. Next, by using
the file label, the name of the output file is indicated. In this file, the code of a function that returns an object of the
class TGroup is created. Within this function, the code for generating the patterns included as elements of the Pattern
class in the the adapted question pattern model is created (objects of TPattern class), provided the answer type of the
pattern corresponds to the name of the question typology of the question pattern model.
First Experiment. A previous study about our baseline ODQA system AliQAn [13] was carried out with 180 training
questions over the RCCA corpus (i.e. 2024 articles from the RCCA journal), where it was detected that 73.3% of
errors in the adaptation of the system was caused by (i) a poor and incorrect EAT taxonomy, and (ii) an incorrect
classification of questions for absence or ineﬃciency of the question patterns. Precisely, the precision of the system
AliQAn reached a 28.8% taking into account only the first answer and a 13.6% considering the three first answers.
These results are very low as compared with the average (i.e. around 43% of precision) reached by AliQAn in the
CLEF evaluation forum. Besides it attained an overall recall of 33%. A sample of aﬀected question were: “Which
is the limiting factor in the performance decreasing of the alfalfa legumes?” which is classified as “entity person”
instead of “climatic factors”. This question fails because the concept “climatic factors” cannot be found in the EAT
taxonomy used by AliQAn, and neither the corresponding question pattern.
Second Experiment. First step in this experiment consists of processing this corpus with a PoS tagger (MACO [22])
and a syntactical parser (SUPAR [23]), indexing it and computing frequencies for each term. As we consider the most
relevant terms as those having fr>25 and tf-idf>0.01, 8696 relevant terms were obtained and specified in a restricted-
domain model by means of transformation T1. Then, noun terms are used in transformation T2 for enriching the
restricted-domain model by using Agrovoc and WordNet. This model has 9022 concepts. Afterwards, the EAT
taxonomy was obtained from the restricted-domain model by applying transformation T3 with the criteria of choosing
those concepts with more than two hyponyms. The EAT taxonomy then contains roughly 10% of concepts from the
restricted-domain model. Finally, we realized the rest of transformations of our approach (i.e. from T4 to T6), thus
generating 325 new EAT concepts and their corresponding code for about 2600 question patterns. These data show
how much eﬀort would require accomplishing restricted-domain adaptation manually and the benefit of applying
our approach for supporting this process. Furthermore, it is worth noting that, by using our approach, the precision
and recall are 58.3% and 75%, respectively. If we compared these values to the results of our first experiment, we
can appreciate an increment in 29.5% of the precision and 42% of the recall. In consequence there was a reduction
of errors detected in the previous experiment in a 57.8%. These results show the eﬀectiveness of our approach in
the adaptation of AliQAn to the agricultural domain of the RCCA journal. After applying our approach on the
aforementioned sample question (stated in the first experiment), since words in the corpus were detected (such as
“hail”, “rain”, “snow”, etc.) related to the concept “atmospheric precipitation”, a pattern is created for its hypernym
“climatic factors” and the question is successfully classified.
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5. Conclusions
AmI stresses the importance of QA systems for providing attractive natural language interfaces to be seamlessly
used by humans for obtaining concise answer to questions stated in natural language from a collection of text docu-
ments or corpus [6]. However, to be used in e-Science, QA systems must be adapted to scientific restricted domains
by integrating diﬀerent knowledge. In this paper we have presented our approach for tackling the complex task of
automatically adapting QA system to restricted domains in a systematic, well-structured, and comprehensive manner
by using an innovative point of view borrowed from model-driven software development [10]. We have focused on
explaining how to adapt the question patterns of an ODQA system to a new restricted domain by using diﬀerent kinds
of KOS. The main advantages of our approach are (i) adaptability of a QA system to diﬀerent restricted domains by
only using a collection of documents and available KOS, (ii) portability of patterns to any QA system, (iii) integration
of diﬀerent kind of KOS by means of a common metamodel. Our immediate future work consists of carrying out a
more complete set of experiments to measure the eﬀectiveness of our approach in the whole process of applying QA
to a wide range of AmI environments for e-Science.
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